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=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= RESUME Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= 

SO_Cha`Dak:
::at the OPS station, trying in vain to hail Cyrpto::

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Sir, reading large amount of subspace instability, due to the planetary implosion.

XO_Fielding:
::doesn't think that's very good news::

AS_Khorgh:
::at tactical trying to assess the situation and supervising the weapons and shields::

CE-O`Guinn:
::in weapons control center still wiring the weapons::

CO_Williams:
XO: Attempt to scan "Big Red" for the presence of the missles

XO_Fielding:
CO: Aye, sir.

XO_Fielding:
::beep-boops some buttons on the console near her and tries to scan "Big Red the Non-Chewing Gum."::

AS_Khorgh:
::starts scaning the red ship::

SO_Cha`Dak:
::slaves flight control to OPS::

CE-O`Guinn:
::reaches into bag pulling out wiring harnes starts connecting wires::

XO_Fielding:
CO: Sorry, sir.  Shield is deflecting our scans.

XO_Fielding:
CO: The subspace disruption is not helping any, either.

Pete:
::Mouth full of cut wires, and loose electrical tape::

AS_Khorgh:
:: angered:: CO: I cannot penetrate the shileds but judging from them we need to do something fast or we are history.

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Re-routing non-essential systems to sensors, sir.


ACTION: the Big Red Ship comes to bear

CO_Williams:
XO: Understood, find a way to cut through it

CE-O`Guinn:
Pete: Pete lad use that. ::points to wiring harness on the floor::

XO_Fielding:
CO: Aye, sir.

AS_Khorgh:
CO: they are comming around, sir

CO_Williams:
*CE* Is that Cloaking devise online

XO_Fielding:
::beep-boops some more, trying all the "despeckle" algorithms she knows::

CE-O`Guinn:
::plugs the wiring harnes into the main weapons processor::

Pete:
::Shakes head to CE no no::

SMCol_Coonan:
::looks at his datalink:: CO: I wouldn't recommend that

CO_Williams:
AS: Can we get weapons lock?

SO_Cha`Dak:
::looks up, wondering if anyone is going to object to their using a cloaking device against the Algernon Treaty::


ACTION: the Ship fires a torpedo at the Stratus

CE-O`Guinn:
*CO*: No sir still trying to put the weapons back together::

CO_Williams:
Coonan: Why is that

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Sir, incoming torpedo!

AS_Khorgh:
::trying to lock on:: CO: I am trying.... incoming torpedo

XO_Fielding:
::isn't about to object or anything...::

SO_Cha`Dak:
ALL: Brace for impact!

CO_Williams:
SO: Evasive Manuevers

AS_Khorgh:
::braces himself::

CE-O`Guinn:
::looks at the mess of wires seperating in groups takes one group connecting to the fire control systems::

XO_Fielding:
::braces for impact!  (i.e., tries to look like someone totally cool bobbing along a shaking ship::

SO_Cha`Dak:
::inputs evasive maneuvres Alpha 003::

SMCol_Coonan:
CO: Look at this. Pete just sent it to me...the device is wired in like a christmas tree.........if you use it , things may not be so pretty for us

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Do I have permission to fire sir ?

CO_Williams:
Self: Never trust a thief to sell you something that works.

Pete:
::Plugs in to another junction and watches as Aft Dorsal phasers come online::

CO_Williams:
*CE* Don't touch that cloaking devise

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/AS: We have aft dorsal phasers.

CE-O`Guinn:
*CO*: Aye sir hadn't planned on it at the moment sir.

CO_Williams:
ALL: Suggestions?

AS_Khorgh:
::sees the aft phasers commming online::


ACTION: the Salvo misses the Ship.....barely

CO_Williams:
AS: Can we get a shooting solution

CE-O`Guinn:
::grabs another group of wires connecting the to the fire control box for the front phasers::

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Perhaps we should send them to their maker, sir.

XO_Fielding:
CO: Is there any way of defusing the warheads from here, sir?


ACTION: the whole forwared phaser array sparks to life

CE-O`Guinn:
Self: Yes.

SO_Cha`Dak:
::tries to suppress his warrior instinct:: CO/AS: Phaser array is online.

AS_Khorgh:
::checks shields and lock:: CO: Aye, sir ... shilds at 47%

CO_Williams:
XO: Can we broadcast the destruct codes on a wide band signal?

S'Cared:
Anyone: That is it! We will live to fight once more! ::backs into the shadows::

AS_Khorgh:
::getting annyed that he has no authorisation to fire::

CO_Williams:
AS: Try and disable there weapons and engines


ACTION: the Nebula turns to an orange color

AS_Khorgh:
::starts shooting at the engines with phasers and the weapons with torpedos:: CO: Firing , sir

XO_Fielding:
CO: We can probably manage that, sir, but it'll take a bit of doing, seeing as their shields are strong enough to deflect scans.

XO_Fielding:
::thinks::

CO_Williams:
::Voice Only:: Com: Big Red: This is Sir William, I have no desire to destroy you, but I bought and paid for my weapons and I will have them.

CE-O`Guinn:
::looks at the remaining wires takes two of the groups starts connecting::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: maybe we can focus our fire on one small point of their shiled and send the codes though there ....


ACTION: the Weapons lose bearing on the ship and hit Cyrpto's Yaght


ACTION: Aft Shield Array comes online

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/XO/AS: Aft shield array is online.

AS_Khorgh:
::suppriseed:: CO: the weapons changed targets and hit Cyrpto., sir

XO_Fielding:
SO: Thank you.

Pete:
::Splices two wires and shrink wraps them. :can't figure out why the aft phasers are still down::

CE-O`Guinn:
::grabs the last two groups of wires:: Pete: I hate having to do this in a hurry. ::connects on set into the relay junction::


ACTION: Cyrpto's yaght explodes

CO_Williams:
AS: Continue fireing, phasers only, save our torps until they will do the most good.

XO_Fielding:
::thinks: Ohhhhh, great.::

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Sir, Cyrptos yacht has exploded.

CE-O`Guinn:
::looks through the last group of wires seperates and hands some to Pete connecting the last to a wiring harness::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: aye sir ::fires phasers again ::

CO_Williams:
::Voice Only:: Com: Big Red: This is Sir William, I have no desire to destroy you, but I bought and paid for my weapons and I will have them.  Respond Now!  I destroyed one of your ships I will destroy the otherone.


ACTION: the ship fires phasers to deflect the shot

XO_Fielding:
CO: Sir, perhaps if we embedded the destruct codes in your comm signal...?  

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/XO: Sir, i've located the goods .....

XO_Fielding:
SO: Oh?  Are they reachable?

CO_Williams:
XO: Exactly what I was thinking, would be better chance of success if we could establish a two way signal

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/XO: Standby .....

XO_Fielding:
::thinks just grabbing and going might be easier than trying to send destruct codes by remote::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Cyrpto must have had some form of comunicating though the shilds to launch the torpedos from the auction, sir

CE-O`Guinn:
::connects the wiring harness to the fire control box::

XO_Fielding:
CO: True, sir.  

CE-O`Guinn:
::stands up looks over the control panel keys the activation sequence for the aft phaser array::


ACTION: aft phasers come online, and flicker out

CO_Williams:
*CE* How long would it take you to remove the cloaking devise and install it in the runabout?

AS_Khorgh:
CO: we might be able to find that code ... and transmitt the destruct sequence, sir

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/XO: The warheads are being heavily guarded - I am reading ten lifeforms in the vicinity of the warheads ..... and shields have been remodulated.


ACTION: USS Saginaw appears on SRS

XO_Fielding:
::hmmmmmmms.  Has a very bad feeling about using a cloaking device...::

CE-O`Guinn:
*CO* Half hour to Hour sir.

XO_Fielding:
SO: I wonder if we could incapacitate those guys somehow.

XO_Fielding:
SO: If we know their species, we might be able to use some kind of sonic wave to interfere with their consciousness.


ACTION: USS Saginaw stops outside the Nebula and powers up weapons

SO_Cha`Dak:
XO: Perhaps we could ionize the vicinity of the warheads, which would result in stunning anything living within its radius?

CE-O`Guinn:
Pete: You have the last group of wire connected lad?

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/XO: Sir, I have the Saginaw on sensors .... she's outside the Nebula and powering up weapons.

XO_Fielding:
SO: Sounds good to me... CO: Sir?  How about that?

Pete:
CE: ::frowns and points to the remaining three wires that are too short and the apperant absence of any wire to fix it with::

XO_Fielding:
SO: Great.  Is she aiming at us?

AS_Khorgh:
CO: I have an Idea ,sir, we could try to fly closely by the "Big red" so that the shileds touch.... maybe that is enough to get the transmission through....

SO_Cha`Dak:
XO: Yes.  ::spoken in a low menacing voice::

CO_Williams:
SO: Evasive Manuevers, lets try to get big red between us and them.

XO_Fielding:
SO: Greaaaaaaaaaaaat.  

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Aye, sir.

CE-O`Guinn:
Pete: Great lad ::looks at the three wires starts rumaging through bag::

SO_Cha`Dak:
::begins maneuvring the ship towards Big Red, getting as close as he dares::

CO_Williams:
XO: Transmit those disable codes, jarble them into a COM signal.....

CE-O`Guinn:
Pete: Pete connect those three.

AS_Khorgh:
CO: sir our phasers are ineffective ... they are just deflected....

Pete:
::Connects the wires::

XO_Fielding:
CO: Aye, sir.  ::starts the "convert big bad destruct codes into normal comm signal" algorithm::

CE-O`Guinn:
::walks over to the replicator request to 10 guage wires on in red one in blue::

SO_Cha`Dak:
AS: Re-routing auxilliary power to the phaser array.

XO_Fielding:
::the console beep-beeps::

XO_Fielding:
CO: Ready, sir.  Transmitting now.


ACTION: a pinhole appears in the red's shields

CE-O`Guinn:
::grabs the two wires walks back over to the panel kneels down connecting them::

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: I have the Big Red on sensors sir. Onscreen?

CO_Williams:
SO: Onscreen, one way only keep our visual signal blocked


ACTION: aft phasers come online

AS_Khorgh:
CO: we have a pinhole in the big reds shields

CE-O`Guinn:
*CO*: Sir we should have all weapons now.

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Aye, sir.   ::puts the Big Red onscreen, making sure the visual sensors are recieving only, and not sending::


ACTION: the warheads appear to be disabled

AS_Khorgh:
::targets the pinhole with all phaser power and fires::

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/XO/AS: Aft phasers are online.

CE-O`Guinn:
Pete: I am heading for the bridge.


ACTION: the Stratus is able to get a positive ID on the vessel, and command codes: Fedreration database identifies the ship as USS Pulsar

Pete:
::Nods::

CE-O`Guinn:
::runs out of the control center entering the TL: Computer: Deck 1

SO_Cha`Dak:
XO/CO: I have a positive ID on the vessel, and its command codes.

SO_Cha`Dak:
XO/CO/AS: We should strike now!

CO_Williams:
SO: Transmit shields down, weapons off line using there command prefix.

CE-O`Guinn:
::exits TL:: going to engineer console pulling up weapons systems display::

AS_Khorgh:
::stops firing as SO transmitts the command codes::

CO_Williams:
AS: As soon as the shields go down, hit there engines, and weapons with torpedoes, take them down permanently

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Aye, sir. ::tries to lower the vessels shields and lower their weapons, using their highest command prefix codes::

AS_Khorgh:
::prepares the salvoof phasers and torpedos:: CO: Aye, sir

AS_Khorgh:
::fires phasers and torpedos::


ACTION: the shields drop, direct hit to Port Warp Nacelle cluster, the ship's warp field becomes unstable

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/XO/AS: Sir, their warp field has become unstable ..... their warp bubble is having trouble with cohesion.

CO_Williams:
COM: Pulsar: I demand your unconditional surrender

XO_Fielding:
SO: Great, does that mean it'll blow up any time soon?  'Cause, if so, we'd better make a quick getaway.

CE-O`Guinn:
CO: Sir permission to take flight control?


ACTION:  USS Saginaw retains it's defensive stance, but moves closer to investigate

AS_Khorgh:
CO: we should retreat immediatey ... the explosion would be very unhealthy...

CO_Williams:
SO: back us off to a safe distance

CO_Williams:
SO: Can you transmit the ejection of there warp core?

SO_Cha`Dak:
::moves the Stratus to within 15000 kloms::

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: I can try, sir.


ACTION: the Nacelles begin to explode

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Sir, should I try beaming the goods aboard the Stratus?

CO_Williams:
SO: Do it.

SO_Cha`Dak:
::tries to lock onto the warheads and beam them directly to the cargo bay::

XO_Fielding:
::waits nervously, wondering if they'll get blown up in the process::


ACTION: just as the warheads transport, the core is ejected, and the warheads are beamed safely into the Stratus cargo bay

AS_Khorgh:
::transfers weapons energy to shields::

XO_Fielding:
::one one thousand, two one thousand... hmmm, we haven't blown up yet.... this is good...::

CO_Williams:
XO: Ready tractor beams.

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: We have them, sir!!!

AS_Khorgh:
::raises all shields:: CO: raising shields, sir


ACTION: the USS Pulsar is on fire, but adrift

XO_Fielding:
CO: Aye, sir.  Readying tractor beams.  ::boop beeps on the console:: CO: Ready, sir.

CO_Williams:
COM: Saginaw: This is commander Williams prepare to board the pulsar as soon as we drag her out of the Nebula

CO_Williams:
XO/SO: Rig for towing, lets get her to saftey outside the Nebula

XO_Fielding:
CO: Aye, sir.

XO_Fielding:
::nods at the SO.  She's not a tractor beam genius like Cha'Dak::

CO_Williams:
::Wonders if he can breath now, hoping its over except for the clean up::

SO_Cha`Dak:
::locks onto the Pulsar:: XO: Ready, sir.

Lt_Tanner:
COM Stratus: this is Lt Tanner of the Saginaw. welcome back Commander

XO_Fielding:
CO: We have a lock on the Pulsar.  Ready to move out.

CO_Williams:
COM: Tanner: Nice to be back.  Shes lost power and her warp core, we are also reading fires aft, the broken arrows have been secured.

AS_Khorgh:
::restores all weapon and shield settings to normal::

CE-O`Guinn:
::pulls up power displays::

CO_Williams:
AS: Can we get a definative scan for life signs, and beam them to the brig.

Lt_Tanner:
COM: CO: Copy that. that's a fine ship you got there, does she have a name sir?

XO_Fielding:
::hmmmmmmms.... now where are those darn pretzels when she needs some....?::

CO_Williams:
COM: Tanner: The USS Stratos, she will make a fine addition to Prism's Fleet

SO_Cha`Dak:
S'Cared: Qa'Pla!

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Aye sir ::scans for lifesigns::

S'Cared:
Anyone: Qa'Pla!

Lt_Tanner:
COM CO: I imagine she will. we are prepared for escort, and readt to get back into Federation Space Commander.

XO_Fielding:
::whews.  Looks like we just might make it home alive...::

AS_Khorgh:
::transports all lifeforms to the brig after activating its forcefields::

CO_Williams:
CE: Make sure our brig is in working order before the AS beams them onboard I do not want any more surprises

CE-O`Guinn:
CO: Aye sir.

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO/XO: I am reading 22 lifeforms on the Pulsar.

CE-O`Guinn:
::walks over entering the TL:: Computer: Brig.

CO_Williams:
AS: Join the CE in the brig area and make sure our prisoners are secure.

XO_Fielding:
SO: Wow, that's a lot of guys.

CE-O`Guinn:
::exits TL walks to the brig entering runs diagnostics to make sure::

SO_Cha`Dak:
XO: They would be no match for a warrior such as myself.

CO_Williams:
COM: Tanner: Lead the way Lt.

SO_Cha`Dak:
::snarls at the XO::

AS_Khorgh:
CO: Aye sir ::secures his station and moves to the TL::

CO_Williams:
SO Match your course to the Saginaw.

CE-O`Guinn:
::reads over the diagnostic readouts:: Self: This shoule work.

SO_Cha`Dak:
CO: Aye, sir.

XO_Fielding:
SO: I'm sure.  ::resists the urge to bare her teeth at him in a "I'm as macho as you" contest::

SO_Cha`Dak:
::matches the Saginaws course and speed::


=/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= END Mission =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= =/\= 
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